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May 19,2022

The Honorable BetsyAnn Wrask
Clerk of the Vermont House of Representatives
I 15 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05633

Dear Ms. Wrask:

Pursuant to Chapter II, Section 11 of the Vermont Constitution, I am returning H.534, An act
relating to expanding eligibility for expungement and sealing of criminal history records for
nonviolent offenses, without my signature because of my objections described herein.

Safe schools and communities are a top priority of State government and must consistently be a
key consideration when criminal justice legislation is debated. Ultimately, I hnd this bill
inconsistent with the State's responsibilities to keep the public safe.

Vermont is currently experiencing a significant spike in violent crime with most being drug-
related. From my perspective, this bill seeks to make offenses relating to possessing, selling,
cultivating, dispensing and transporting dangerous, illicit and highly addictive drugs - as well as
the use offraud or deceit to obtain these dangerous drugs - expungable offenses.

In addition,H.534 conflicts with recent policy to increase gun safety. Specifically, the Legislature
recently passed - and I signed - a firearm safety measure which increases reliance on background
checks to disclose Brady-disquali$ing felonies. This was done to keep guns out of the hands of
people who should not have them. H.534, however, would expunge felonies that would otherwise
disquali$ someone from purchasing and owning a gun.

Another area of contradictory policy can be seen with the Legislature's recent creation of a
contractor registry to address home improvement fraud. Yet, this bill makes home improvement
fraud an expungable offense, eliminating the ability to hold offenders accountable through the
registry the Legislature simultaneously said was about accountability. Similarly, despite passing
new laws to expand criminal threatening and prohibit carrying a gun into a hospital, these crimes
are also expungable.

In total, over 20 new felony crimes, including felony identity theft, could be erased - inaccessible
to anyone, even law enforcement - from an individual's criminal record if this bill becomes law.
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To address these concerns, my administration proposed a uniform, simplified system of sealing -
rather than erasing - criminal records. This approach would eliminate undue consequences related
to housing, job and education for those Vermonters who are not repeat offenders, while also
ensuring access for law enforcement and criminal justice pulposes as well as for background
checks necessary to ensure public safety and security.

Without allowing access to records for public safety purposes, and resolving all of the very clear
inconsistency and conflicts in law H. 534 would create, I cannot support this effort

Sincerely

Philip B. Scott
Governor
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